
FABRIC TOOLS

3 - HERITAGE® HEAVY DUTY FABRIC SHEARS
Large offset handles allow for easy, straight cutting on flat surfaces. Perfect for gen-
eral aviation fabrics. The offset handle design also allows you to deliver more force to 
each cut with little strain. They are manufactured from hot drop forged, nickel-plated 
steel and precision ground to razor sharpness. Heritage trimmers are known for holding 
an edge through continuous use. It features the Heritage “power lock” screw that al-
lows you to control the tension of the shears. Overall length is 10” with a 4-3/4” cutting 
length.

No. 210 ................................................ (10” OAL) ............................................

4 - KEVLAR® KUTTER
New technology from Heritage changes the molecular structure of the steel com-
pound penetrating and hardening its surface to an incredible Rockwell 70!  That hard-
ness produces a cutting edge that lasts four times longer than previous cutters. It easily 
cuts through Kevlar® and will outlast any other cutter currently on the market. Hot drop 
forged from a special steel alloy, and precision ground, these shears will stay sharp and 
resist rust and chemicals better than other shears. They feature the Heritage ergonomic 
handles that provide a comfortable, natural grip. The overall length is 10” with a cutting 
length of 4-3/4”. 

No. 8210 .............................................. (10” OAL) ............................................

5 - BLUNT NOSE KEVLAR® KUTTER
It has all the features of the Model 8210 with extra blunted tips for fast, safe snagless 
cutting of Kevlar® and other hard to cut materials. The blunted tips provide good con-
trol on straight cuts and will not dig into the fabric. Manufactured from a special high 
carbon steel alloy to stay sharp and resist rust and chemicals. Features the Heritage 
ergonomic handles that provides a comfortable, natural grip. The overall length is 9” 
with a cutting length of 3-1/2”. 

No. 8210XB ........................................... (9” OAL) .............................................

6- LEATHER HOLSTER
Manufactured from high quality top grain steer hide, they are extremely durable. Each 
holster is correctly stitched and riveted to prevent the points of shears from penetrating. 
It has a snapping belt loop so that you can attach and remove it quickly and easily. It’s 
the perfect accessory to our Heritage shears.

No. H13 ............................................................................................................

1 - MAULE FABRIC TESTER
Test fabric on your airplane for minimum FAA requirements without removing or punch-
ing holes in the fabric. Accurately calibrated in pounds (ranges from 25 to 80 pounds). 
Stainless steel construction. Comes in protective case.

No. 315 ..........................................................................................................

2 - WISS® PINKING SHEARS
The blades are drop forged from stainless steel to resist rust and stay sharp for a long 
time. Precision matched teeth are designed to easily cut light to heavier materials. Its 
zigzag cutting pattern prevents unraveling of the fabric threads. And the ergonomically 
designed handles are comfortable even when used for long periods of time. This is a 
professional quality tool made to the high standards of Wiss.

No. WCB9 .................................(9” OAL, 3-1/2” cut, 4 TPI) ................................
No. WAA ..................................(10-5/8” OAL, 4” cut, 4 TPI) ...............................
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